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Watkins Featured Products for

March 2022
These U.S. retail prices are available March 1 through March 31, 2022.
See the complete price list for more products to enjoy! Prices do not include shipping, handling, or applicable sales taxes.

20%
OFF

20%
OFF

$2
OFF

20% Off 5-Star-Rated Pure Ground Cinnamon
20% Off Selected Large Extracts
These large, 11 ounce/325 mL extracts are on special this month.
Enjoy the deliciousness in this economical size.
$8.79 each (reg. $10.99)
#01007 Clear Vanilla Imitation Extract (for wedding cakes and other
baked goods that need to be pure white)
$12.39 each (reg. $15.49)
#01015 Pure Almond

Save $1.50 on NEW Organic
Za’atar Seasoning Blend
This seasoning blend is popular through out the
Mediterranean region of the Middle East as a
seasoning for meats and vegetables or sprinkled
onto hummus. It is also commonly eaten with pita,
which is dipped in olive oil and then za'atar.
$4.99 each (reg. $6.49)
#21669 Za’atar

$1.50

OFF

Loved for over 100 years, this award-winning cinnamon lets you
indulge with a dash in your coffee, a sprinkle on your morning toast or a
pinch in your apple pie recipe. Makes everything taste like home. All
natural, non-GMO, and gluten free. (6 oz/170 g)
$7.99 each (reg. $9.99)
#01115 Pure Ground Cinnamon

Save $2.00 on Black Pepper
Watkins selects only the finest sources of premium-grade, top-quality
peppercorns with high essential oil content. Experience the Gold
Medal-winning taste of the most flavorful pepper on the market.
$15.49 each (reg. $17.49)
#01141 Black Pepper (12 oz/340 g tin)

Save $1.50 on NEW Organic
Herbes de Provence Seasoning Blend
This blend of dried herbs is typical in the
Provence region of southeastern France, and is
primarily used with grilled foods and stews.
$4.99 each (reg. $6.49)
#21667 Herbes de Provence

Enjoy Watkins Products!
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Save $1.50 on Everything Bagel
Sesame Seasoning Blend

25% to 30% off select
2-ounce Gourmet Extracts

Handcrafted to deliver all the superior flavor you
expect from Watkins to enhance any dish you
create. This blend checks off all the senses:
colorful, aromatic, crunchy and textured. The
highest quality is only a dash, sprinkle or shake
away!
$4.99 each (reg. $6.49)
#21636 Organic Everything Bagel
Sesame Seasoning Blend

These high-quality, gourmet extracts
and flavorings are concentrated, and
all backed by the same expertise
that has made Watkins Vanilla the
choice of generations.
(2 fl oz/59 mL)

$1.50

OFF

$2.99 each (reg. $4.29)
#60432 Butter
#60433 Cherry
#60436 Maple
#60438 Raspberry
$3.99 each (reg. $5.29)
#60445 Caramel
#60452 Pumpkin Spice

Save $1.50 on Organic
Seasoning with Salt
Seasonings with Salt elevates every recipe with
subtle notes of garlic, celery and herbs expertly
blended with salt. (4.2 oz/120 g)

$1.50

OFF

$4.99 each (reg. $6.49)
#21631 Organic Seasonings with Salt

Save $1.00 on Organic
Pure Vanilla Alcohol Free

$1
OFF

$1
OFF
$1.00 Off Decorating Sugars
Watkins decorating sugars are made with natural coloring, for vibrant
colors without using FD&C colors. Plant based, non-GMO, corn syrup
free, and made in the USA.
$4.99 each (reg. $5.99)
#21703 Green Decorating Sugar
#21704 Rainbow Decorating Sugar
#21702 Red Decorating Sugar

Watkins rich, classic flavor is now
in this alcohol free formula.
Perfect for desserts where vanilla
extract is called for, especially nobake recipes, items for kids, or for
dietary restrictions. No artificial
flavors, no artificial colors,
propylene glycol free, gluten free,
corn syrup free. (2 fl oz/59 mL)
$9.99 each (reg. $10.99)
#60388 Pure Vanilla Alcohol Free

Save $1.00 on Organic
Pure Vanilla Bean Paste (with seeds)
This product delivers the same rich, classic flavor
as Pure Vanilla Extract in a convenient paste
formula. Perfect in white desserts where you
want to highlight tiny vanilla bean flecks like ice
cream, custards or milkshakes. Use the same
amount as you would with traditional extract, or
replace 1 tsp/5 mL of paste for one vanilla bean.
(2 oz/56 g)
$9.99 each (reg. $10.99)
#60398 Organic Pure Vanilla Bean Paste

$1
OFF

This flyer is freely available for use by any Independent Watkins Consultant in presenting Watkins products. It is produced by field leaders who have been recognized by Watkins
as the official training and support coordinators for all Independent Watkins Consultants. This information is published by these leaders and has not been specifically reviewed by
Watkins. All information is believed to be accurate and reliable as of publication date, but should not be considered infallible. Prices and available products are subject to change.
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Save $1.00 on Cream of Tartar
A staple in the kitchen, Watkins Cream of Tartar
keeps texture structure in meringues and adds
volume to a variety of your favorite baked goods.
Non-GMO Project Verified. (4.4 oz/125 g)
$5.49 each (regularly $6.49)
#21663 Cream of Tartar

10%
OFF

$1
OFF

10% Off New Organic Gourmet Seasoning Mixes
These no-measure, single-use pouches makes flavorful seasonings
every time using only the highest quality organic ingredients. Take the
fuss out of homemade gravy with Organic Chicken Gravy. Organic
Meatloaf Seasoning ensures you have the perfect recipe to satisfy your
family's cravings for flavor and quality.
$1.52 each (regularly $1.69 each)
#06713 Organic Chicken Gravy Seasoning Mix
$1.97 each (regularly $2.19 each)
#06726 Organic Meatloaf Seasoning Mix

Watkins Organic Poppy Seeds bring nutty flavor
and crunchy texture to a variety of dishes. Use in
breads, muffins, cakes or anywhere a pop of color
and a bit of texture is desired.
$4.99 each (reg. $6.49)
#21668 Organic Poppy Seeds

$1.50

$1.00 Off Himalayan Pink Salt Grinder
Our adjustable grinders are pretty enough
to sit tableside and let you tailor the
coarseness to your taste. Watkins
Himalayan Pink Salt is naturally rich in
minerals and oxides. A flavorful
alternative to table salt in any dish, one turn
at a time. Non-GMO Project Verified.

Save $1.50 on Organic Poppy Seeds

OFF

$1
OFF

$4.99 each (reg. $5.99)
#21682 Himalayan Pink Salt

Save $1.00 on Organic Minced Onion
Aromatic and flavorful, Watkins Organic Minced
Onion is an easy substitute for fresh onion. Use it
in recipes that call for chopped onion such as
soups and stews.

$1.00 Off Organic Black
Peppercorn Grinder
These adjustable grinders are pretty
enough to sit tableside and let you tailor
the coarseness to your taste, ensuring you
enjoy the richest of Watkins Organic
seasonings with every turn.
$6.99 each (reg. $7.99)
#21681 Black Peppercorn Grinder

$4.99 each (reg. $5.99)
#21671 Organic Minced Onion

$1
OFF

$1
OFF
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